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Consider a sparse multivariate polynomial f with integer coefficients. Assume that f
is represented as a “modular black box polynomial”, e.g. via an algorithm to evaluate f
at arbitrary integer points, modulo arbitrary positive integers. The problem of sparse
interpolation is to recover f in its usual sparse representation, as a sum of coefficients
times monomials. For the first time we present a quasi-optimal algorithm for this task
in term of the product of the number of terms of f by the maximum of the bit-size
of the terms of f .

1. INTRODUCTION

Consider a multivariate integer polynomial f ∈ℤ[x0, . . . ,xn−1]. Then f can uniquely be
written as a sum

f = c0xe0+ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + ct−1xet−1, (1.1)

where c0, . . . , ct−1∈ℤ≠≔{i∈ℤ: i≠0} and e0, . . . , et−1∈ℕn are pairwise distinct. Here we
understand that x𝛼≔x0

𝛼0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ xn−1
𝛼n−1 for any 𝛼=(𝛼0, . . . , 𝛼n−1)∈ℕn. We call (1.1) the sparse

representation of f .
In this paper, we assume that f is not explicitly given through its sparse representa-

tion and that we only have a program for evaluating f . The goal of sparse interpolation is
to recover the sparse representation of f .

Theoretically speaking, we could simply evaluate f at a single point a=(a0, . . . ,an−1)
with a0=2E, a1=2E2, . . . , an−1=2En for some sufficiently large positive integer E. Then
the sparse representation of f can directly be read off from the binary digits of f (a).
However, the bit-complexity of this method is terrible, since the bit-size of f (a) typically
becomes huge.
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In order to get a better grip on the bit-complexity to evaluate and then interpolate f ,
we will assume that we actually have a program to evaluate f modulom for any positive
integer modulus m. We denote by Cf(s) the cost to evaluate f for a modulus with m<2s
and we assume that the average cost per bit Af(s)≔Cf(s)/s is a non-decreasing function
that grows not too fast as a function of s. Since the blackbox function should at least read
its n input values, we also assume that n=O(Af(s)).

As in [15], for complexity estimates we use a random memory access (RAM) machine
over a finite alphabet along with the soft-Oh notation: f (z) = Õ(g(z)) means that
f (z)= g(z)(log (g(z)))O(1). Themachine is expected to have an instruction for generating
a random bit in constant time (see section 2 for the precise computational model and
hypotheses that we use). Assuming that we are given a bound T for the number of terms
of f and Σ for a bound of the bit-size of the terms of f , the main result of this paper
is the following:

THEOREM 1.1. There is a Monte Carlo algorithm that takes a modular blackbox representation of
a sparse polynomial f ∈ℤ[x0,...,xn−1] of ⩽T terms of bit-size⩽Σ as input and that interpolates f
in time (Af(ΣT)+n) Õ(ΣT+n) with a probability of success at least /1 2.

If the n variables all appear in the sparse representation of f , then n=O(Af(ΣT)) and
n=O(ΣT), so the bound further simplifies into Af(ΣT) Õ(ΣT). In addition, detecting
useless variables can be done fast, e.g. using the heuristic method from [27, section 7.4].

The problem of sparse interpolation has a long history and goes back to work by
Prony in the 18th century [41]. The first modern fast algorithm is due to Ben-Or and
Tiwari [6]. Their work spawned a new area of research in computer algebra together
with early implementations [11, 13, 20, 31, 34, 35, 38, 45]. We refer to [42] and [40, sec-
tion 3] for nice surveys.

Modern research on sparse interpolation has developed in two directions. The first
theoretical line of research has focused on rigorous and general complexity bounds [2, 3,
3, 4, 14, 17, 32]. The second direction concerns implementations, practical efficiency, and
applications of sparse interpolation [5, 19, 21, 23, 26, 27, 30, 33, 36, 37].

The present paper mainly falls in the first line of research, although we will briefly
discuss practical aspects in section 5. The proof of our main theorem relies on some
number theoretical facts about prime numbers that will be recalled in section 2.3. There
is actually a big discrepancy between empirical observations about prime numbers and
hard theorems that one is able to prove. Because of this, our algorithms involve con-
stant factors that are far more pessimistic than the ones that can be used in practice.
Our algorithms also involve a few technical complications in order to cover all possible
cases, including very large exponents that are unlikely to occur in practice.

Our paper borrows many techniques from [17, 40] that deal with the particular case
when f is a univariate polynomial. In principle, the multivariate case can be reduced to
this case: setting g(z)= f (z, zE, . . . , zEn−1) for a sufficiently large E∈ℕ, the interpolation
of f reduces to the interpolation of g. However, this reduction is optimal only if the
entries of the vector exponents ei∈ℕn are all approximately of the same bit-size. One
interesting case that is notwell covered by this reduction is when the number of variables
n is large and when the exponent vectors ei are themselves sparse in the sense that only a
few entries are non-zero. The main contribution of the present paper is the introduction
of a quasi-optimal technique to address this problem.
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Another case that is not well covered by [17, 40] is when the bit-sizes of the coeffi-
cients or exponents vary wildly. Recent progress on this issue has beenmade in [18] and
it is plausible that these improvements can be extended to our multivariate setting (see
also Remark 4.11). Theorem 4.9 also provides a quasi-optimal solution for an approxi-
mation of the sparse interpolation problem: for a fixed constant 𝜀>0, we only require the
determination of at least (1−𝜀) t correct terms of (1.1).

In order to cover sparse exponent vectors in a more efficient way, we will introduce a
new technique in section 3. The idea is to compress such exponent vectors using random
projections. With high probability, it will be possible to reconstruct the actual exponent
vectors from their projections. We regard this section as the central technical contribu-
tion of our paper. Let us further mention that random projections of the exponents were
previously implemented in [4] in order to reduce the multivariate case to the univariate
one: monomial collisions were avoided in this way but the reconstruction of the expo-
nents needed linear algebra and could not really catch sparse or unbalanced exponents.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 will be completed at the end of section 4. Section 5 will address
the practical aspects of our newmethod. An important inspiration behind the techniques
from section 3 and its practical variants is the mystery ball game from [23]; this connec-
tion will also be discussed in section 5.

Our paper focuses on the case when f has integer coefficients, but our algorithm
can be easily adapted to rational coefficients as well, essentially by appealing to rational
reconstruction [15, Chapter 5, section 5.10] during the proof of Lemma 4.8. However
when f has rational coefficients, its blackbox might include divisions and therefore raise
“division by zero” errors occasionally. This makes the probability analysis and the worst
case complexity bounds more difficult to analyze, so we preferred to postpone this study
to another paper.

Our algorithm should also be applicable to various other coefficient rings of charac-
teristic zero. However it remains an open challenge to develop similar algorithms for
coefficient rings of small positive characteristic.

Notation. Throughout this paper, we will use the following notation:

ℕ ≔ {0,1,2, . . . }
ℕ> ≔ {1,2,3, . . . }

For any k∈ℕ, we also define

ℕk ≔ {0, . . . ,k−1}
ℤk ≔ ℕk−� k−1

2 �.

We may use both ℕk and ℤk as sets of canonical representatives modulo k. Given i∈ℤ
and depending on the context, we write i rem k for the unique r∈ℕk or r∈ℤk with
i− r∈kℤ.

2. PRELIMINARIES

This section presents sparse data structures, computational models, and quantitative
results about prime distributions. At the end, an elementary fast algorithm is presented
for testing the divisibility of several integers by several prime numbers.
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2.1. Sparse polynomials
We order ℕn lexicographically by <. Given formal indeterminates x0, . . . , xn−1 and an
exponent e=(e0, . . . , en−1)∈ℕn, we define xe≔ x0

e0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ xn−1
en−1. We define the bit-size of an

integer i∈ℕ as 𝜎i≔min {s∈ℕ: i<2s}. In particular, 𝜎0=0, 𝜎1=1, 𝜎2=2, etc. We define
the bit-size of an exponent tuple e∈ℕn by 𝜎e≔ e0+ ⋅⋅⋅+ en−1. We extend these definitions
to the cases when i∈ℤ and e∈ℤn by setting 𝜎i≔𝜎|i| and 𝜎e≔𝜎|e|, where |e|=(|e0|,..., |en−1|).

Now consider a multivariate polynomial f ∈ℤ[x0, . . . ,xn−1]. Then f can uniquely be
written as a sum

f = c0xe0+ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + cT−1xeT−1,

where c0, . . . , cT−1∈ℤ≠ and e0, . . . , eT−1∈ℕn are such that e0< ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < eT−1. We call this
the sparse representation of f . We call e0, . . . , eT−1 the exponents of f and c0, . . . , cT−1 the
corresponding coefficients. We also say that c0xe0,...,cT−1xeT−1 are the terms of f andwe call
supp f ≔{e0, . . . , eT−1} the support of f . Any non-zero ei, j with i∈ℕT and j∈ℕn is called
an individual exponent of f . We define 𝜎f ≔𝜎c0+𝜎e0+⋅⋅⋅+𝜎cT−1+𝜎eT−1 to be the bit-size of f .

Remark 2.1. For the complexity model we could have chosen a multi-tape Turing
machine, but this would have led to more tedious cost analyses. In fact on a Turing
tape, we would actually need to indicate the ends of numbers using adequate markers.
Using a liberal notion of “bit”, which allows for the storage of such markers in a single
bit, the Turing bit-size of an integer i∈ℕ then becomes 𝜎i∗≔𝜎i+1. For i∈ℕ>, we also
define 𝜎−i

∗ ≔𝜎i∗+1. Exponents e=(e0, . . . , en−1) can be stored by appending the repre-
sentations of e0, . . . , en−1, but this is suboptimal in the case when only a few entries of e
are non-zero. For such “sparse exponents”, one prefers to store the pairs (i, ei) for which
ei≠0, again using suitable markers. For this reason, the Turing bit-size of e becomes 𝜎e∗≔
min(𝜎0∗+ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ +𝜎n−1

∗ ,∑ei≠0 (𝜎i
∗+𝜎ei∗))+1.

2.2. Modular blackbox polynomials
Throughout this paper, we will analyze bit complexities in the RAMmodel as in [15]. In
this model, it is known [22] that two n-bit integers can be multiplied in time O(n log n).
As a consequence, given an n-bit modulus m∈ℕ>, the ring operations in ℤ/mℤ can be
done with the same complexity [9, 15]. Inverses can be computed in time O(n log2 n),
whenever they exist [9, 15]. For randomized algorithms, we assume that we have an
instruction for generating a random bit in constant time.

Consider a polynomial f ∈ℤ[x0, . . . , xn−1]. A modular blackbox representation for f is
a program that takes a modulus m∈ℕ> and n integers a0, . . . , an−1∈{0, . . . ,m− 1} as
input, and that returns f (a0,...,an−1) remm∈ℕm. Amodular blackbox polynomial is a poly-
nomial f that is represented in this way. The cost (or, better, a cost function) of such
a polynomial is a function Cf such that Cf(s) yields an upper bound for the running
time if m has bit-size ⩽s. It will be convenient to always assume that the average cost
Af(s)≔Cf(s)/s per bit of the modulus is non-decreasing and that Af(ks)⩽kO(1)Af(s) for
any k⩾1. Since f should at least read its n input values, we also assume that n=O(Af(s)).

Remark 2.2. A popular type of modular blackboxes are straight-line programs
(SLPs) [10]. For an SLP of length L that only uses ring operations, the above average
cost function usually becomes Af(s)⩽CL log s, for some fixed constant C that does not
depend on f .
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If the SLP also allows for divisions, then we rather obtain Af(s)⩽CL log2 s, but this is
out of the scope of this paper, due to the “division by zero” issue. In fact, computation
trees [10] are more suitable than SLPs in this context. For instance, the computation of
determinants using Gaussian elimination naturally fits in this setting, since the chosen
computation path may then depend on the modulus m.

However, although these bounds “usually” hold (i.e. for all common algebraic algo-
rithms that we are aware of, including the RAM model), they may fail in pathological
cases when the SLP randomly accesses data that are stored at very distant locations on
the Turing tape. For this reason, the blackbox cost model may be preferred in order to
study bit complexities. In this model, a suitable replacement for the length L of an SLP is
the average cost function Af(s), which typically involves only a logarithmic overhead in
the bit-length s.

2.3. Number theoretic reminders
All along this paper S (resp. T) will bound the bit-size (resp. number of terms) of the
polynomial to be interpolated, and r and q will denote random prime numbers that sat-
isfy:
• T⩽ r=O(S),
• q∈ℕ r+1,
• q=O(r6).
The construction of r and qwill rely on the following number theoretic theorems, where
log stands for the natural logarithm, that is log e=1. Wewill also use log2 x≔log x/log 2.

THEOREM 2.3. [43, Equation (3.8)] For 𝜆⩾21, there exist at least 3
5 𝜆/log 𝜆 distinct prime

numbers in the open interval (𝜆,2𝜆).

THEOREM 2.4. Let 𝜌(x)≔ 1.538 log x
log log x if x⩾ee and 𝜌(x)≔1.538 e otherwise. For all N⩾1, the

number of prime divisors of N is bounded by 𝜌(N).

Proof. The function 𝜌(x) is increasing for x⩾ ee and 𝜌(ee)= 1.538 e. So it is always
non-decreasing and continuous. The number of prime divisor of any N⩽15 it at most
2⩽1.538 e. Let d(N) and 𝜔(N) respectively be the number of divisors and prime divi-
sors of N. Then clearly 2𝜔(N)⩽d(N). Now for all N⩾3 we know from [39] that

𝜔(N)⩽log2 d(N)⩽𝜌(N). □

We will need the following slightly modified version of [16, Theorem 2.1], which is
itself based on a result from [44].

THEOREM 2.5. There exists a Monte Carlo algorithm which, given 𝜀>0 and R⩾ 258

𝜀2 , produces
a triple (r,q,𝜔) that has the following properties with probability at least 1− 𝜀, and returns fail
otherwise:
a) r is uniformly distributed amongst the primes of (R, 2R);

b) there are at least R5/(24logR) primes in (2R,R6)∩(rℕ+1) and q is uniformly distributed
amongst them;
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c) 𝜔 is a primitive r-th root of unity in 𝔽q.
Its worst-case bit complexity is (logR)O(1).

Proof. In [16, Theorem 2.1] the statement (b) is replaced by the simpler condition that
q⩽R6. But by looking at step 2 of the algorithm on page 4 of [44], we observe that q is
actually uniformly distributed amongst the primes of (2R,R6)∩(rℕ+1) and that there
are at least R5/(24 logR) such primes with high probability ⩾1− 𝜀

4 . □

LEMMA 2.6. Let 𝜀 be a real number in (0,1) and let P⩾22 be such that P/logP>4n. There exists
a Monte Carlo algorithm that computes distinct random prime numbers p0, . . . ,pn−1 in (P, 2P)
in time

O(n(log n+log (𝜀−1)))(log P)O(1),

with a probability of success of at least 1−𝜀.

Proof. Theorem 2.3 asserts that there are at least 3
5 P/logP primes in the interval (P, 2P).

The probability to fetch a prime number in (P, 2P) while avoiding at most n fixed num-
bers is at least

3
5

P
log P −n
P ⩾

�3
5 −

1
4�

P
log P

P = 7
20 log P .

The probability of failure after k trials is at most �1− 7
20 log P�

k. By using the AKS algo-

rithm [1] each primality test takes time (logP)O(1). The probability of success for picking n
distinct prime numbers in this way is at least

((((((((((1−((((((((((1− 7
20 log P))))))))))

k

))))))))))
n
.

In order to guarantee this probability of success to be at least 1−𝜀, it suffices to take

k⩾−log (1− (1−𝜀)1/n)
−log �1− 7

20 log P�
.

The concavity of the log function yields x⩽−log(1−x)⩽ x
1−x for x∈(0,1), whence

−log (1−𝜀)
n ⩾ 𝜀

n⩾
𝜀
2n

1− 𝜀
2n

⩾−log �1− 𝜀
2n�,

and consequently,
−log (1− (1−𝜀)1/n)⩽−log � 𝜀

2n�.

On the other hand we have −log �1− 7
20 log P�⩾

7
20 log P . It therefore suffices to take

k≔�207 (log (2n)+log (𝜀−1)) log P�. □

2.4. Amortized determination of prime divisors in a fixed set
Let p0< ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ <pn−1 be prime numbers and let a0< ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < aN−1 be strictly positive integers.
The aim of this subsection is to show that the set of pairs {(i,k) : i∈ℕn,k∈ℕN,pi |ak} can
be computed in quasi-linear time using the following algorithm named divisors.
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Algorithm divisors
Input: non empty subsets ℐ⊆ℕn and 𝒦⊆ℕN.
Output: the set {(i,k)∈ℐ ×𝒦 :pi |ak}.

1. If |𝒦|=1, then return {(i,k)∈ℐ ×𝒦 :pi |ak}.
2. Let h≔⌊|𝒦|/2⌋, let 𝒦1 be a subset of 𝒦 of cardinality h, and let 𝒦2≔𝒦∖𝒦1.
3. Compute A1≔∏k∈𝒦1

ak and A2≔∏k∈𝒦2
ak.

4. Compute ℐ1≔{i∈ℐ :pi |A1} and ℐ2≔{i∈ℐ :pi |A2}.
5. Return divisors(ℐ1,𝒦1)∪divisors(ℐ2,𝒦2).

LEMMA 2.7. The algorithm divisors is correct and runs in time O(s log3 s), where
s≔log(p0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ pn−1a0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ aN−1).

Proof. Let 𝛼≔ log(∏k∈𝒦 ak) and 𝛽≔ log(∏i∈ℐ pi). Step 1 costs O((𝛼+𝛽) log2(𝛼+𝛽))
by using fast multi-remaindering [15, Chapter 10]. Using fast sub-product trees [15,
Chapter 10], step 3 takes O(𝛼 log2 𝛼). By means of fast multi-remaindering again, step 4
takes O((𝛼+𝛽) log2(𝛼+𝛽)).

Since the pi are distinct prime numbers, when entering step 5 we have

�
i∈ℐm

pi⩽ �
k∈𝒦m

ak for m=1,2.

Let T(𝛼) denote the cost of the recursive calls occurring during the execution of the algo-
rithm. So far we have shown that

T(𝛼)=T(logA1)+T(logA2)+O(𝛼 log2 𝛼).

Unrolling this inequality and taking into account that the depth of the recursion is
O(logN)=O(log(a0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ aN−1)), we deduce that T(𝛼)=O(𝛼 log3 𝛼). Finally the total cost
of the algorithm is obtained by adding the cost of the top level call, that is

T(𝛼)+O((𝛼+𝛽) log2(𝛼+𝛽))=O(s log3 s). □

3. PROBABILISTIC CODES FOR EXPONENTS

Consider a sparse polynomial f =∑e∈ℕn ce xe that we wish to interpolate. In the next
section, wewill describe amethod that allows us to efficiently computemost of the expo-
nents e in an encoded form 𝜙(e). The simplest codes 𝜙(e) are of the form

𝜙(e)= e0𝜇0+ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + en−1𝜇n−1. (3.1)

When supp f ⊆ℕE
n, themost common such encoding is theKronecker encoding, with 𝜇i=Ei

for all i∈ℕn. However, this encoding may incur large bit-size ≍n 𝜎E with respect to
the bit-size of e.

The aim of this section is to introduce more compact codes 𝜙(e). These codes will
be “probabilistic” in the sense that we will only be able to recover e from 𝜙(e) with high
probability, under suitable assumptions on e. Moreover, the recovery algorithm is only
efficient if we wish to simultaneously “bulk recover” T exponents from their codes.
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3.1. The exponent encoding
Throughout this section, the number of variables n∈ℕ> and the target number of expo-
nents T∈ℕ> are assumed to be given. We allow exponents to be vectors of arbitrary
integers in ℤn. Actual computations on exponents will be done modulo B𝜈 for a fixed
odd base B and a flexible B-adic precision 𝜈. We also fix a constant P⩾22 such that

2n log B<P⩽(2P)2<B (3.2)

and we note that this assumption implies

P
log P>4n (3.3)

and
B⩾1937 and 𝜎B⩾11. (3.4)

We finally assume 𝛾⩾1 to be a parameter that will be specified in section 4. The exponent
encoding will depend on one more parameter

1⩽m⩽n

that will be fixed in section 3.2 and flexible in section 3.3. We define

𝜆≔�𝛾 n
m�.

Our encoding also depends on the following random parameters:
• For each k∈ℕ𝜆, let ik,0, . . . , ik,m−1 be random elements inℕn and Ik≔{ik,0, . . . , ik,m−1}.
• Let p0, . . . , pn−1 be pairwise distinct random prime numbers in the interval (P, 2P);

such primes do exist thanks to Lemma 2.6 and (3.3).
Now consider an exponent e=(e0, . . . , en−1)∈ℤn. We encode e as

𝜙k(e) ≔ ((((((((((�
i∈Ik

pi ei)))))))))) rem B𝜈∈ℤB𝜈 for k∈ℕ𝜆

𝜙(e) ≔ (𝜙0(e), . . . ,𝜙𝜆−1(e))∈ℤB𝜈
𝜆 .

We will sometimes write 𝜙[𝜈,p,I] and 𝜙k
[𝜈,p,I] instead of 𝜙 and 𝜙k in order to make the

dependence on 𝜈, p and I explicit.

3.2. Guessing individual exponents of prescribed size
Given an exponent e=(e0, . . . , en−1)∈ℤn of f , our first aim is to determine the individual
exponents ei of small size. More precisely, assuming that

#e≔|{i∈ℕn : ei≠0}|⩽ n
m ,

we wish to determine all ei with 4P |ei|<B𝜈.
We say that 𝜙(e) is transparent if for each i∈ℕn with ei≠0, there exists a k∈ℕ𝜆 such

that {j∈ Ik : ej≠0}={i}. This property does only depend on the random choices of the Ik.

LEMMA 3.1. Assume that #e⩽n/m. Then, for random choices of I1,...,I𝜆, the probability that𝜙(e)
is transparent is at least 1− (n/m)e−𝛾/e.
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Proof. Let ℐ≔{i∈ℕn : ei≠0} and #e=|ℐ|⩽n/m. Given k∈ℕ𝜆 and i∈ℐ , the probability
that Ik∩ℐ={i} is

m(n−#e)m−1

nm =m
n �1− #e

n �
m−1

⩾m
n �1− 1

m�
m−1

⩾e−1 m
n .

The probability that Ik∩ℐ={i} for some k is therefore at least

1−�1−e−1 m
n �𝛾

n
m ⩾1−e−𝛾/e.

We conclude that the probability that this holds for all i∈ℐ is at least 1−(n/m)e−𝛾/e. □

We say that 𝜙(e) is faithful if for every k∈ℕ𝜆 and i∈ℕn such that 4P |ei| <B𝜈 and
pi |𝜙k(e), we have 𝜙k(e)=pi ei.

LEMMA 3.2. For random choices of p0, . . . ,pn−1, the code 𝜙(e) is faithful with probability at least

1− 16𝜆𝜈n2 log B
P .

Proof. Let 𝒫 be the set of all primes strictly between P and 2P. Let 𝒰 be the set of all
(p0, . . . ,pn−1)∈𝒫 n such that p0, . . . ,pn−1 are pairwise distinct. Let 𝒳 be the subset of 𝒰 of
all choices of p0, . . . ,pn−1 for which 𝜙(e) is not faithful.

Consider k∈ℕ𝜆, i∈ℕn, and (p0, . . . , pn−1)∈𝒰 be such that pi | 𝜙k(e), 4P |ei| <B𝜈 and
𝜙k(e)≠pi ei. Let Φ≔𝜙k(e)−pi ei≠0. For each q∈𝒫, let

pi→q≔(p0, . . . ,pi−1,q,pi+1, . . . ,pn−1)

and 𝜙[q]≔𝜙[𝜈,pi→q,I], so that 𝜙[pi]=𝜙. For each q∈𝒫, using 4P |ei|<B𝜈, we observe that

𝜙k
[q](e)=Φ+qei+𝜖B𝜈

necessarily holds with 𝜖∈{−1,0,1}.
Now consider the set 𝒬 i,k,p1, . . . ,pi−1,pi+1, . . . ,pn of q∈𝒫 such that 𝜙k

[q](e) is divisible by q.
Any such q is a divisor of eitherΦ−B𝜈, Φ, orΦ+B𝜈. Since B is odd we have

|𝜙k(e)|⩽
B𝜈−1

2 ,
and therefore

|Φ|⩽ |𝜙k(e)|+ |pi ei|⩽
B𝜈−1

2 + B𝜈

2 =B𝜈− 1
2.

It follows that Φ+𝜀B𝜈≠0. Consequently,

|𝒬 i,k,p1, . . . ,pi−1,pi+1, . . . ,pn| ⩽ 3⌈⌈⌈⌈⌈⌈⌈⌈⌈⌈ log (2B
𝜈)

log P ⌉⌉⌉⌉⌉⌉⌉⌉⌉⌉
⩽ 3(((((((((( log (2B

𝜈)
log P +1))))))))))

= 3((((((((((𝜈 log Blog P + log (2P)
log P ))))))))))

⩽ 3((((((((((𝜈 log Blog P + log B
2 log P)))))))))) (by (3.2))

⩽ 9𝜈 log B
2 log P .
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Now let
𝒳 i,k≔{(p0, . . . ,pn−1)∈𝒰 :pi∈𝒬 i,k,p0, . . . ,pi−1,pi+1, . . . ,pn−1},

so that 𝒳⊆⋃i,k 𝒳 i,k. By what precedes, we have

|𝒳 i,k|⩽
9
2 �

|𝒫|
n−1�

𝜈 log B
log P ,

whence
|𝒳|⩽ 9

2 𝜆𝜈n�
|𝒫|
n−1�

log B
log P .

From |𝒰|=�|𝒫|
n � we deduce that

|𝒳|
|𝒰| ⩽

9𝜆𝜈n2 log B
2(|𝒫|−n+1) log P .

From Theorem 2.3 we know that |𝒫|⩾ /3 5P/logP. This yields |𝒫|⩾ /9 16P/logP, as well as
|𝒫|⩾2n, thanks to (3.3). We conclude that

|𝒳|
|𝒰| ⩽

9𝜆𝜈n2 log B
|𝒫| log P ⩽ 16𝜆𝜈n2 log B

P . □

Given 𝜓∈ℤB𝜈
𝜆 and i∈ℕn, let k𝜓,i be the smallest index such that pi | 𝜓k𝜓,i≠ 0 and

4P |𝜓k𝜓,i|/pi<B𝜈. If no such k𝜓,i exists, then we let k𝜓,i≔⊥. We define k𝜓≔(k𝜓,0,...,k𝜓,n−1).
Assume that 𝜓=𝜙(e) is transparent and faithful for some e∈ℤn. Given i∈ℕn, let ẽi≔

𝜓k𝜓,i/pi if k𝜓,i≠⊥ and ẽi≔0 otherwise. Then the condition 4P |𝜓k𝜓,i|/pi<B𝜈 implies that
2pi |e ĩ| <B𝜈 always holds. Moreover, if 4P |ei|<B𝜈, then the definitions of “transparent”
and “faithful” imply that ei= e ĩ. In other words, these ei can efficiently be recovered
from 𝜓 and k𝜓.

LEMMA 3.3. Let (𝜓0, . . . ,𝜓T−1)∈(ℤB𝜈
𝜆 )T, where T𝜈⩾m. Then we can compute (k𝜓0, . . . ,k𝜓T−1)

in time Õ(T𝜆𝜈 log B).

Proof. Note that the hypotheses T 𝜈 ⩾m and 𝛾 ⩾ 1 imply that n=O(T 𝜆 𝜈). Using
Lemma 2.7, we can compute all triples (j, i,k) with pi |𝜓k

j in time

Õ(T𝜆𝜈 log B+n log P)= Õ(T𝜆𝜈 log B),

thanks to (3.2). Using Õ(T 𝜆 𝜈 log B) further operations we can filter out the triples
(j, i, k) for which 4P �𝜓k

j�/pi<B𝜈. We next sort the resulting triples for the lexicograph-
ical ordering, which can again be done in time Õ(T 𝜆 𝜈 log B). For each pair (j, i), we
finally only retain the first triple of the form (j, i,k). This can once more be done in time
Õ(T𝜆𝜈 log B). Then the remaining triples are precisely those �j, i,k𝜓 j,i� with k𝜓 j,i≠⊥. □

The following combination of the preceding lemmas will be used in the sequel:

LEMMA 3.4. Let 𝒆= (e0, . . . , eT−1)∈ (ℤn)T and let 𝝍=(𝜓0, . . . , 𝜓T−1)∈ (ℤB𝜈
𝜆 )T be the corre-

sponding values as above. Let J be the set of indices j∈ℕT such that 𝜓 j=𝜙(e j) and #e j⩽n/m.
Then there exists an algorithm that takes 𝝍 as input and that computes �̃�=(ẽ0, . . . , ẽT−1)∈(ℤn)T

such that 2 pi �ẽi
j� <B𝜈 for all (i, j) ∈ℕn×ℕT and ẽi

j= ei
j for all j∈ J with 4 P �ei

j� < B𝜈. The
algorithm runs in time Õ(T𝜆𝜈 log B) and succeeds with probability at least

1−T n
m e−𝛾/e− 16𝜆𝜈Tn2 log B

P .
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Proof. Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 bound the probability of failure for the transparency and the
faithfulness of the random choices for each of the T terms. The complexity bound follows
from Lemma 3.3. □

3.3. Guessing exponents of prescribed size

Our next aim is to determine all exponents e j with 𝜎e j⩽Σ, for some fixed thresholdΣ. For
this, we will apply Lemma 3.4 several times, for different choices of 𝜙[𝜈,p,I]. Let

U≔⌈log2min(Σ,n)⌉+2.

For u=1, . . . ,U, let

𝜈 {u} ≔ � 5Σ
2U−u�

m{u} ≔ � n
2U−u�

𝜆{u} ≔ �𝛾 n
m{u}�.

We also choose p{u} and I {u} independently at random as explained in section 3.1, with
𝜈 {u}, m{u}, and 𝜆{u} in the roles of 𝜈, m, and 𝜆. We finally define

𝜙{u}≔𝜙[𝜈 {u},p{u},I {u}],

for u=1, . . . ,U.
Note that the above definitions imply

4min(Σ,n)⩽2U<8min(Σ,n) (3.5)

and 1⩽m{u}⩽n. The inequality m{u}<n/2U−u+1 implies

2U−u⩽ 2n
m{u} , whenever m{u}⩾2. (3.6)

If m{u}=1, then 2U−u⩽2U−1⩽4n=4n/m{u}, so, in general,

2U−u⩽ 4n
m{u} . (3.7)

By (3.5) we have 5Σ⩾2U−1, whence

𝜈 {1}<𝜈 {2}< ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ <𝜈 {U}. (3.8)

LEMMA 3.5. For u=1, . . . ,U, we have 𝜆{u}𝜈 {u}⩽18𝛾Σ.

Proof. From 𝛾⩾1, we get

𝜆{u}⩽⌈𝛾2U−u⌉⩽𝛾2U−u+1. (3.9)
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Now

𝜆{u}𝜈 {u} < ((((((( 5Σ
2U−u +1)))))))𝛾2U−u+1 (by (3.9))

⩽ 𝛾(10Σ+2U−u+1)
⩽ 18𝛾Σ, (by (3.5))

which concludes the proof. □

THEOREM 3.6. Let 𝒆=(e0, . . . , eT−1)∈(ℤn)T and let 𝝍{u}=(𝜓{u,0}, . . . ,𝜓{u,T−1})∈�ℤB𝜈{u}
𝜆 �T for

i=1, . . . ,U be as above. Assume that TΣ⩾n. Let J be the set of indices j∈ℕT such that 𝜎e j⩽Σ
and 𝜓{u, j}=𝜙{u}(e j) for all u=1, . . . ,U. Then there exists an algorithm that takes 𝝍{1}, . . . ,𝝍{u}

as input and that computes �̂�=(ê0, . . . , êT−1)∈(ℤn)T such that 𝜎ê j⩽Σ for all j∈ℕT and ê j= e j

for all j∈ J. The algorithm runs in time Õ(𝛾TΣlog B) and succeeds with probability at least

1−TnU e−𝛾/e− 288𝛾UΣTn2 log B
P .

Proof. We compute successive approximations 𝒆{0}, 𝒆{1}, . . . , 𝒆{U} of 𝒆 as follows. We start
with 𝒆{0}≔0. Assuming that 𝒆{u−1} is known, we compute

�̇� j≔(𝜓{u, j}−𝜙{u}((e{u−1})j)) rem B𝜈 {u}∈ℤB𝜈{u}
𝜆

for all j∈ℕT, and then apply the algorithm underlying Lemma 3.4 to �̇�≔𝒆− 𝒆{u−1} and
�̇�≔(�̇�0, . . . , �̇�T−1). Note that for all j∈ J the equality 𝜓{u, j}=𝜙{u}(e j) implies

�̇� j = (𝜙{u}(e j)−𝜙{u}((e{u−1})j)) rem B𝜈 {u}

= 𝜙{u}(e j− (e{u−1})j)
= 𝜙{u}(ė j).

Our choice of 𝜈 {u} andm{u}, the inequality (3.5), and the assumption TΣ⩾n successively
ensure that

m{u}

𝜈 {u} ⩽
n

2U−u +1
5Σ
2U−u

⩽ n+2U−1

5Σ ⩽ n
Σ ⩽T,

so we can actually apply Lemma 3.4.
Let J {u} be the set of indices j∈ℕT such that �̇� j=𝜙{u}(ė j) and #ė j⩽n/m{u}. Lemma 3.4

provides us with �̃�=(ẽ0, . . . , ẽT−1)∈(ℤn)T such that 2pi �ẽi
j�<B𝜈 {u}

for all (i, j)∈ℕn×ℕT. In
addition ẽi

j= ėi
j holds whenever j∈ J {u} and 4P �ėi

j�<B𝜈 {u}
with probability at least

1−T n
m{u} e

−𝛾/e− 16𝜆𝜈 {u}Tn2 log B
P .

Now we set
𝒆{u}≔𝒆{u−1}+�̃�. (3.10)

At the end, we return �̂�≔𝒆{U} as our guess for 𝒆. For the analysis of this algorithm, we
first assume that all applications of Lemma 3.4 succeed. Let us show by induction (and
with the above definitions of �̇� and �̇�) that, for all i∈ℕn, j∈ J, and u=1, . . . ,U, we have:
i. #ė j⩽n/m{u};
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ii. 2P �(e{u})i
j�<B𝜈 {u}

;

iii. (e{u})i
j= ei

j whenever 4P �ei
j�<B𝜈 {u}�1− 2

B�.

If u=1 andm{1}=1 then (i) clearly holds. If u=1 andm{1}⩾2, then (3.5) and (3.6) imply
n/m{1}⩾2U−2⩾min(Σ,n). Since j∈ J we have 𝜎e j⩽Σ. Now we clearly have #ė j⩽𝜎e j and
#ė j⩽n, so (i) holds.

If u⩾2, then let i∈ℕn be such that ėi
j≠0, so we have (e{u−1})i

j≠ ei
j. The induction

hypothesis (iii) and (3.4) yield

4P �ei
j�⩾B𝜈 {u−1}�1− 2

B�⩾
2
3 B

𝜈 {u−1},

whence 6P �ei
j�⩾B𝜈 {u−1}

. Consequently,

log2 �ei
j� ⩾ 𝜈 {u−1} log2 B− log2(6P)

⩾ 𝜈 {u−1} log2
B
6P (since 𝜈 {u−1}⩾1)

⩾ 𝜈 {u−1} log2
B�
3 (by (3.2))

⩾ 𝜈 {u−1} (𝜎B−3)
2 (since B⩾2𝜎B−1)

⩾ 5Σ(𝜎B−3)
2U−u+2

⩾ 40Σ
2U−u+2 (by (3.4))

⩾ Σ
n/m{u} . (by (3.7))

Hence the total bit-size of all �ei
j� such that ėi

j≠0 is at least (#ė j)Σ/(n/m{u}) and at most Σ
by definition of J. This concludes the proof of (i). Now if j∈ J, then 𝜓{u, j}=𝜙{u}(e j)=�̇� j,
so Lemma 3.4 and (i) imply that j∈ J {u}. In other words, we obtain an approximation �̃�
of �̇� such that 2pi

{u} �ẽi
j�<B𝜈 {u}

for all (i, j)∈ℕn× J, and ẽi
j= ėi

j holds whenever 4P �ėi
j�<B𝜈 {u}

.

Let us prove (ii). If u=1, then 2P �(e{1})i
j�=2P �ẽi

j�<B𝜈 {u}
. If u⩾2, then (3.10) yields

2P �(e{u})i
j� ⩽ 2P �(e{u−1})i

j�+2P �ẽi
j�

< B𝜈 {u−1}+2P �ẽi
j� (by induction hypothesis (ii))

⩽ B𝜈 {u−1}+ 2P
2pi

{u} B
𝜈 {u}

⩽ B𝜈 {u−1}+ P
P+1 B

𝜈 {u} (since pi
{u}⩾P+1)

⩽ B𝜈 {u}

B + P
P+1 B

𝜈 {u}
(by (3.8))

⩽ B𝜈 {u}

P+1 +
P

P+1 B
𝜈 {u}

(by (3.2))

= B𝜈 {u}.
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As to (iii), assume that 4P �ei
j�<B𝜈 {u}�1− 2

B�. If u=1, then (e{u})i
j= ėi

j= ei
j is immediate. If

u⩾2, then the induction hypothesis (ii) yields 2P �(e{u−1})i
j�<B𝜈 {u−1}, whence

4P �ėi
j� ⩽ 4P �ei

j�+4P �(e{u−1})i
j�

< B𝜈 {u}
−2B𝜈 {u}−1+2B𝜈 {u−1}

⩽ B𝜈 {u}. (by (3.8))

We deduce that ẽi
j= ėi

j holds, hence (3.10) implies (iii). This completes our induction.
At the end of the induction, we have 𝜈 {U}=5Σ and, for all (i, j)∈ℕn× J,

5P �ei
j� ⩽ 5P2Σ (since 𝜎e j⩽Σ)
⩽ /5 2B1/22Σ (by (3.2))
= /5 2B𝜈 {U}/(5log2B)+1/2

⩽ /5 2B𝜈 {U}/50+1/2 (by (3.4))
⩽ B𝜈 {U}/50+3/4 (by (3.4))
⩽ B𝜈 {U}. (since 𝜈 {U}⩾1)

By (iii) and (3.4), this implies the correctness of the overall algorithm.
As to the complexity bound, Lemma 3.5 shows that 𝜆{u}𝜈 {u}=O(𝛾Σ), when applying

Lemma 3.4. Consequently, the cost of all these applications for u=1,... ,U is bounded by

Õ(((((((((((((((((((�u=1

U

𝜆{u}T𝜈 {u} log B)))))))))))))))))))= Õ(𝛾TΣU log B)= Õ(𝛾TΣlog B),

sinceU=O(logΣ). The cost of the evaluations of 𝜙{u}((e{u−1})j) and all further additions,
subtractions, and modular reductions is not more expensive.

The bound for the probability of success follows by induction from Lemmas 3.4
and 3.5, while using the fact that all p{u} and I {u} are chosen independently. □

4. SPARSE INTERPOLATION

Throughout this section, we assume that f is a modular blackbox polynomial in
ℤ[x1, . . . , xn] with at most T terms and of bit-size at most S⩾T. In order to simplify
the cost analyses, it will be convenient to assume that

S⩾max(n, 216).

Our main goal is to interpolate f . From now on # f will stand for the actual number of
non-zero terms in the sparse representation of f .

Our strategy is based on the computation of increasingly good approximations of the
interpolation of f , as in [3], for instance. The idea is to determine an approximation f̃
of f , such that f − f̃ contains roughly half the number of terms as f , and then to recur-
sively re-run the same algorithm for f − f̃ instead of f . Our first approximation will only
contain terms of small bit-size. During later iterations, we will include terms of larger
and larger bit-sizes.
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Throughout this section, we set

𝛽≔26𝜎S2 and Σ≔⌊𝛽S/T⌋, (4.1)

so that at most T/𝛽 of the terms of f have size >Σ. Our main technical aim will be to
determine at least max (T/2−# f , 0) terms of f of size ⩽Σ, with high probability.

4.1. Cyclic modular projections
Our interpolation algorithm is based on an extension of the univariate approach from [17].
One first key ingredient is to homomorphically project the polynomial f to an element
of ℤ[t]/(tr− 1,M) for a suitable cycle length r∈ℕ> and a suitable modulus M (of the
form M=B𝜈, where B is as in the previous section and 𝜈∈ℕ>).

More precisely, we fix
R≔max(S, 258)𝛽2 (4.2)

and compute (r, q, 𝜔) as in Theorem 2.5. Now let 𝜏0, . . . , 𝜏n−1 be random elements of
{1, . . . , r−1}, and consider the map

Π𝜏,r:ℤ[x0, . . . ,xn−1] ⟶ ℤ[t]/(tr−1)
f ⟼ f (t𝜏0, . . . , t𝜏n−1)mod (tr−1).

We call Π𝜏,r a cyclic projection.

LEMMA 4.1. The bit-size of the product of the non-zero coefficients of Π𝜏,r( f ) is at most 𝜎f .

Proof. Given A= a0+ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + ar−1 tr−1∈ℤ[t]/(tr− 1), let 𝜎A≔𝜎a0+ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ +𝜎ar−1 and 𝜋(A)≔
∏ai≠0 ai. Note that 𝜎i+ j⩽𝜎i+𝜎j and 𝜎ij⩽𝜎i+𝜎j for any i, j∈ℤ. The first inequality yields
𝜎Π𝜏,r( f )⩽𝜎f , whereas the second one implies 𝜎𝜋(Π𝜏,r( f ))⩽𝜎Π𝜏,r( f ). □

Given a modulus M∈ℕ>, we also define

Π𝜏,r,M:ℤ[x0, . . . ,xn−1] ⟶ ℤ[t]/(tr−1,M)
f ⟼ f (t𝜏0, . . . , t𝜏n−1)mod (tr−1,M)

and call Π𝜏,r,M a cyclic modular projection.
If Π=Π𝜏,r, then we say that a term c xe of f and the corresponding exponent e are

Π- faithful if there is no other term c′ xe′ of f such that Π(xe) =Π�xe′�. If Π=Π𝜏,r,M,
then we define Π-faithfulness in the same way, while requiring in addition that c be
invertible modulo M. For any 𝜅⩾2, we note that cxe is Π𝜏,r,M-faithful if and only if cxe
is Π𝜏,r,M𝜅-faithful. We say that f is Π-faithful if all its terms are Π-faithful. In a sim-
ilar way, we say that f̄ ≔Π𝜏,r( f ) is M-faithful if c remM is invertible for any non-zero
term c t ē of f̄ .

The first step of our interpolation algorithm is similar to the one from [17] and consists
of determining the exponents of f̄ ≔Π𝜏,r( f ). Let q be a prime number. If f̄ is q-faithful,
then the exponents of f̄ are precisely those of f̄ rem q=Π𝜏,r,q( f ).

LEMMA 4.2. We can compute Π𝜏,r,q( f ) in time

Af(𝜎q) r𝜎q+nÕ(r log q).
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Proof. We first precompute 1,𝜔,...,𝜔r−1 in time rÕ(log q). We compute 𝜋≔Π𝜏,r,q( f ) by
evaluating 𝜋(𝜔i)= f (𝜔i𝜏0, . . . ,𝜔i𝜏n−1) for i=0, . . . , r−1. This takes Af(𝜎q)r𝜎q+nrÕ(log q)
bit-operations. We next retrieve 𝜋 from these values using an inverse discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) of order r. This takes Õ(r) further operations in 𝔽q, using Bluestein's
method [7]. □

Assuming that f̄ is q-faithful and that we knowΠ𝜏,r,q( f ), consider the computation of
Π𝜏,r,q𝜈( f ) for higher precisions 𝜈. Now f̄ is also q𝜈-faithful, so the exponents ofΠ𝜏,r,q𝜈( f )
andΠ𝜏,r,q( f ) coincide. One crucial idea from [17] is to computeΠ𝜏,r,q𝜈( f ) using only T′≔
#Π𝜏,r,q( f ) instead of r evaluations of f modulo q𝜈. This is the purpose of the next lemma.

LEMMA 4.3. Assume that f̄ is q-faithful and thatΠ𝜏,r,q( f ) is known. Let T′≔#Π𝜏,r,q( f )⩽T and
let g(x)≔ f (𝛼x), where 𝛼=(𝛼0, . . . , 𝛼n−1)∈ℕq𝜈

n is such that 𝛼i rem q≠0 for all i∈ℕn. Then
we may compute Π𝜏,r,q𝜈(g) in time

Af(𝜈𝜎q)T′ 𝜈𝜎q+nÕ((T′+ log r)𝜈 log q).

Proof. We first Hensel lift the primitive r-th root of unity 𝜔 in 𝔽q to a principal r-th root
of unity �̃� in ℤ/q𝜈ℤ in time log r Õ(𝜈 log q), as detailed in [17, section 2.2]. We next
compute �̃�𝜏0, . . . , �̃�𝜏n−1 in time n log r Õ(𝜈 log q), using binary powering. We pursue with
the evaluations vi≔ f (𝛼0 �̃�i𝜏0, . . . ,𝛼n−1 �̃�i𝜏n−1) for i=0, . . . ,T′−1. This can be done in time

Af(𝜈𝜎q)T′ 𝜈𝜎q+nT′ Õ(𝜈 log q).

Now the exponents e0, . . . ,eT′∈ℕr ofΠ𝜏,r,q𝜈(g) are known, since they coincide with those
of Π𝜏,r,q( f ), and we have the relation

(((((((((((((((((
(((((((((((((((((
((((((((((((((

(

( 1 1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 1
�̃�e0 �̃�e1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ �̃�eT ′−1

⋅⋅⋅ ⋅⋅⋅ ⋅⋅⋅
�̃�(T′−1)e0 �̃�(T′−1)e1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ �̃�(T′−1)eT ′−1 )))))))))))))))))

)))))))))))))))))
))))))))))))))

)

)

(((((((((((((((((
(((((((((((((((((
((((((((((((((

(

( c0
c1
⋅⋅⋅

cT′−1 )))))))))))))))
)))))))))))))))))
))))))))))))))))

)

)
=

(((((((((((((((((
(((((((((((((((((
((((((((((((((

(

( v0
v1
⋅⋅⋅

vT′−1 )))))))))))))))
)))))))))))))))))
))))))))))))))))

)

)
,

where ci denotes the coefficient of tei inΠ𝜏,r,q𝜈(g), for i=0,...,T′−1. It is well known that
this linear system can be solved in quasi-linear time Õ(T′ 𝜈 log q): in fact this problem
reduces to the usual interpolation problem thanks to the transposition principle [8, 35];
see for instance [25, section 5.1]. □

4.2. Probability of faithfulness
The next lemma is devoted to bounding the probability of picking up random prime
moduli that yield q-faithful projections.

LEMMA 4.4. Let N (resp. N∗) be the number of terms (resp.Π𝜏,r,q-faithful terms) of f of size⩽Σ.
Let the cycle length r and the modulus q be given as described in Theorem 2.5. If the 𝜏0, . . . ,𝜏n−1

are uniformly and independently taken at random {1, . . . , r−1}, then, with probability ⩾1− 3
𝛽�
,

the projection f̄ is q-faithful and

N∗⩾(((((((((((((((((1−
3
𝛽� )))))))))))))))))N− T

𝛽.
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Proof. We let 𝜀≔1/𝛽 and R⩾258/𝜀2 as in (4.2), which allows us to apply Theorem 2.5.
Let f =∑e cex

e and E≔{e∈ℕn : ce≠0∧𝜎ce+𝜎e⩽Σ}. For any e∈ℤn, let

𝜋e≔�
ei≠0

|ei|.

Given e∈E, consider 𝜋e′ ≔𝜋e∏e′∈E∖{e} 𝜋e′−e and note that 𝜋e′ < 2|E|Σ. We say that e is
admissible if e rem r≠0 and (e′− e) rem r≠0 for all e′∈E∖{e}. This is the case if and only
if 𝜋e′ is not divisible by r. Now 𝜋e′ is divisible by at most 𝜌(2|E|Σ) distinct prime numbers,
by Theorem 2.4. Since there are at least

3
5 R/logR⩾ 3

5 𝛽
2S/log (𝛽2S)

prime numbers in (R, 2R), by Theorem 2.3, the probability that 𝜋e is divisible by r is at
most

𝜌(2|E|Σ)
3
5 𝛽

2S/log (𝛽2S)
.

From (4.1) we obtain Σ⩾𝛽⩾64, whence 2|E|Σ⩾ee. It follows that

𝜌(2|E|Σ)
3
5 𝛽

2S/log (𝛽2S)
⩽ 1.538 log(2|E|Σ)/log (log (2|E|Σ))

0.6𝛽2S/log (𝛽2S)

⩽ 1.538 |E|Σ/log (|E|Σ)
0.6𝛽2S/log (𝛽2S)

⩽ 1.538 |E|Σ/log (|E|Σ)
0.6𝛽2S/log (𝛽2S2)

= 1.538 |E|Σ/log (|E|Σ)
0.3𝛽2S/log (𝛽S)

⩽ 5.127
𝛽

ΣT/log (ΣT)
𝛽S/log (𝛽S) (since |E|⩽T)

⩽ 5.127
𝛽 , (4.3)

since 𝛽S⩾ΣT from (4.1). Now consider two admissible exponents e≠ e′ in E and let
i∈ℕn with (ei− ei′) rem r≠0. For fixed values of 𝜏j with j≠ i, there is a single choice
of 𝜏i∈{1, . . . , r− 1} with 𝜏 ⋅ (e− e′) rem r=0. Hence the probability that this happens
with random 𝜏0, . . . , 𝜏n−1 is 1/(r−1). Consequently, for fixed e∈E, the probability that
𝜏 ⋅ (e− e′) rem r=0 for some e′∈E∖{e} is at most

|E|
r−1 ⩽

|E|
R ⩽ |E|

𝛽2S
⩽ |E|
𝛽ΣT⩽ 1

𝛽Σ ⩽ 1
64𝛽, (4.4)

thanks to (4.1).
Assuming now that r is fixed, let us examine the probability that f̄ is q-faithful. Let 𝜋

be the product of all non-zero coefficients of f̄ . Then f̄ is q faithful if and only if q does
not divide 𝜋. Now the bit-size of the product 𝜋 is bounded by 𝜎f ⩽S, by Lemma 4.1.
Hence 𝜋 is divisible by at most 1.538S/log S prime numbers, by Theorem 2.4 and our
assumption that S⩾216. With probability at least

1− 1
𝛽, (4.5)
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there are at least R5/(24logR) prime numbers amongst which q is chosen at random, by
Theorem 2.5(b). Assuming this, f̄ is not q-faithful with probability at most

1.538S/log S
R5/(24 logR)

⩽ 37
R4 ⩽

1
10𝛽, (4.6)

since R⩾S⩾216, by (4.2).
Let E′ be the set of e∈E such that ce rem q≠0 and 𝜏 ⋅(e−e′) rem r≠0 for all e′∈E∖{e}.

Altogether, the bounds (4.3), (4.4), (4.5), and (4.6) imply that the probability that
a given e∈ E belongs to E′ is at least 1− 9 𝜀. It follows that the expectation of |E′| is
at least (1−9𝜀) |E|. For

𝛿≔ 9𝜀� = 3
𝛽�
,

this further implies that the probability that |E′|< (1− 9 𝜀/𝛿) |E| cannot exceed 𝛿: other-
wise the expectation of |E′| would be <𝛿(1−9𝜀/𝛿) |E|+(1−𝛿) |E|=(1−9𝜀) |E|.

We finally observe that e∈E′ is Π𝜏,r,q-faithful whenever 𝜏 ⋅ (e− e′) rem r≠0 for all
e′∈supp f such that 𝜎ce′+𝜎e′>Σ. Now for every e′with 𝜎ce′+𝜎e′>Σ, there is at most one
e∈E′ with 𝜏 ⋅ (e− e′) rem r=0: if 𝜏 ⋅ (ẽ− e′) rem r=0 for ẽ∈E′, then 𝜏 ⋅ (ẽ− e) rem r=0,
whence ẽ=e. By (4.1), there are at most T/𝛽 exponents e′with 𝜎ce′+𝜎e′>Σ. We conclude
that N∗⩾(1−9𝜀/𝛿)N−T/𝛽, whenever |E′|⩾(1−9𝜀/𝛿) |E|. □

4.3. Computing probabilistic codes for the exponents
Lemma 4.3 allows us to compute the coefficients ofΠ𝜏,r,q𝜈( f (𝛼x))with good complexity.
In the univariate case, it turns out that the exponents of Π𝜏,r,q-faithful terms of f can be
recovered as quotients of matching terms ofΠ𝜏,r,q2𝜈((1+q𝜈) f ) andΠ𝜏,r,q2𝜈( f ) by taking 𝜈
sufficiently large.

In the multivariate case, this idea still works, for a suitable Kronecker-style choice
of 𝜏. However, we only reach a suboptimal complexity when the exponents of f are
themselves sparse and/or of unequal magnitudes. The remedy is to generalize the “quo-
tient trick” from the univariate case, by combining it with the algorithms from section 3:
the quotients will now yield the exponents in encoded form.

Let us now specify the remaining parameters from section 3. First of all, we take
B≔q𝜇, where

𝜇≔⌈⌈⌈⌈⌈⌈⌈⌈⌈⌈6 log S+4log n+52log 2
log q ⌉⌉⌉⌉⌉⌉⌉⌉⌉⌉.

Consequently,

252n4S6⩽B<252n4S6q. (4.7)

We also take P≔� B� /2� and 𝛾≔⌈6e log S⌉. Since B is odd, the inequalities (3.2) hold.
We compute U and 𝜈 {u},p{u}, I {u} for u=1, . . . ,U as in section 3.3.

For u=1, . . . ,U, k∈ℕ𝜆{u}, and i∈ℕn, let

Π{u} ≔ Π𝜏,r,B2𝜈{u}

𝛼k,i
{u} ≔ {{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{ 1+pi

{u}B𝜈 {u}
if i∈ Ik

{u}

1 otherwise.
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For any term cxe with c∈ℤ and e∈ℕn, note that

Π{u}(cxe) = c t𝜏⋅e

Π{u}�c�𝛼k
{u}x�e� = �1+𝜙k

{u}(e)B𝜈 {u}� c t𝜏⋅e.

Whenever c rem q≠0, it follows that 𝜙k
{u}(e) can be read off modulo B𝜈 {u}

from the quo-
tient of Π{u}�c�𝛼k

{u}x�e� and Π{u}(cxe).

LEMMA 4.5. Let n, S, 𝛽, Σ, R be as in (4.1), (4.2) and let (r,q,𝜔) be as in Theorem 2.5. Then
we can compute the random parameters Ik

{u}, p{u} (u=1, . . . ,U, k∈ℕ𝜆{u}) and 𝜏0, . . . , 𝜏n−1 in
time nÕ(S) and with a probability of success ⩾1−1/S.

Proof. The cost to generate n random elements 𝜏0, . . . , 𝜏n−1 in {1, . . . , r−1} is

O(n𝜎r)=O(S log S),

since we assumed S⩾n. The generation of I0
{u}, . . . , I𝜆{u}−1

{u} can be done in time

O(𝜆{u}m{u}𝜎n)=O(𝛾n𝜎n)= Õ(S).

For u=1,...,U, we compute p{u} using Lemma 2.6 with 𝜀≔1/(SU+1). The computation
of a single p{u} takes time

O(n(log n+log(𝜀−1)))(log P)O(1)= Õ(S)

and succeeds with probability at least 1−𝜀. The probability of success for all u=1, . . . ,U
is at least (1−𝜀)U⩾1−1/S, because

log(1−𝜀)⩾ −𝜀
1−𝜀 =

−1
SU⩾ log(1−1/S)

U .

We conclude with the observation that logU=O(log S). □

LEMMA 4.6. Assume that f̄ is q-faithful and that Π𝜏,r,q( f ) is known. Let T′≔#Π𝜏,r,q( f )⩽T.
Then we can compute Π{u}( f ) and Π{u}� f �𝛼k

{u}x�� for all u∈{1, . . . ,U} and k∈ℕ𝜆{u} in time

Af(S) Õ(𝛽𝛾S).

Proof. For a fixed u∈ {1, . . . ,U}, we can compute Π{u}( f ) and Π{u}� f �𝛼k
{u} x�� for all

k∈ℕ𝜆{u} in time

2𝜆{u}Af(2𝜈 {u}𝜇𝜎q)T′ 𝜈 {u}𝜇𝜎q+𝜆{u}nÕ((T′+ log r)𝜈 {u}𝜇log q)

by Lemma 4.3. From Lemma 3.5 and 𝜇𝜎q=O(log S), we get

𝜆{u}𝜈 {u}𝜇𝜎q⩽18𝛾𝜇𝜎qΣ=O(𝛾Σlog S).

By definition of R and 𝛽, we have log r=log S+log 𝛽=O(log S). By (4.1) we also have
Σ=O(S log2 S). Hence the cost for computing Π{u}( f ) and Π{u}� f �𝛼k

{u}x�� simplifies to

Af(𝜈 {u}𝜇𝜎q)O(T′𝛾Σlog S)+nÕ((T′+ log r)𝛾Σlog S)
= Af(Σ+log n log S) Õ(𝛾𝛽S)+nÕ(𝛾𝛽S) (by (4.1))
= (Af(S)+n) Õ(𝛽𝛾S)
= Af(S) Õ(𝛽𝛾S). (since n=O(Af(S)))
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Since U=O(logmin(Σ,n))=O(log S), the total computation time for u=1, . . . ,U is also
bounded by Af(S) Õ(𝛽𝛾S). □

Consider a family of numbers𝜓u,k,i∈ℤB𝜈{u}, where u=1,...,U, k∈ℕ𝜆{u}, and i∈ℕT′. We
say that (𝜓u,k,i) is a faithful exponent encoding for f if we have 𝜓u,k,i=𝜙k

{u}(e) whenever e
is a Π𝜏,r,B2𝜈{u}-faithful exponent of f with t ēi=Π𝜏,r,B2𝜈{u}(xe). We require nothing for the
remaining numbers 𝜓u,k,i, which should be considered as garbage.

COROLLARY 4.7. Assume that f̄ is q-faithful and thatΠ𝜏,r,q( f ) is known. Then we may compute
a faithful exponent encoding for f in time Af(S) Õ(𝛽𝛾S).

Proof. We compute allΠ{u}( f ) andΠ{u}� f �𝛼k
{u}x�� using Lemma 4.6. Let cu,i and cu,k,i be

the coefficients of t ēi inΠ{u}( f ) andΠ{u}� f �𝛼k
{u}x��. Then we take 𝜓u,k,i≔ cu,k,i/cu,i if cu,k,i

is divisible by cu,i and 𝜓u,k,i≔0 if not. For a fixed u∈{1, . . . ,U} all these divisions take
Õ(𝛽 𝛾 S) bit-operations, using a similar reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 4.6. Since
U=O(log S), the result follows. □

4.4. Approximate sparse interpolation

Let f =∑e cex
e. We say that f̃ =∑e c̃ex

e∈ℤ[x1, . . . ,xn] is a T-approximation of f if # f̃ ⩽# f
and #( f − f̃ )⩽ T

2 .

LEMMA 4.8. Let (r, q, 𝜔) be as in Theorem 2.5, with R as in (4.2). There is a Monte Carlo
algorithm that computes a T-approximation of f in time Af(S)Õ(𝛽𝛾S) and which succeeds with
probability at least 1− 3

𝛽�
− 17

S .

Proof. We first compute the required random parameters as in Lemma 4.5. This takes
time n Õ(S) and succeeds with probability at least 1− 1/S. We next compute Π𝜏,r,q( f )
using Lemma 4.2, which can be done in time

Af(𝜎q) r log q+nÕ(r log q)=Af(S)O(R logR)+nÕ(R)=(Af(S)+n) Õ(S).

We next apply Corollary 4.7 and compute a faithful exponent encoding for f , in time
Af(S)Õ(𝛽𝛾S). By Lemma 4.4, this computation fails with probability at most 3

𝛽�
. More-

over, in case of success, we haveN∗⩾�1− 3
𝛽�
�N− T

𝛽 , still with the notation of Lemma 4.4.

From (4.1) and S⩾T, we get TΣ>𝛽S−T⩾(𝛽−1)S⩾S⩾n. This allows us to apply
Theorem 3.6 to the faithful exponent encoding for f . Let ē0, . . . , ēT′−1 be the exponents
of Π𝜏,r,q( f ). Consider i∈ℕT′ such that there exists a Π𝜏,r,q-faithful term c xe of f with
Π𝜏,r,q(xe) = t ēi and 𝜎e⩽Σ. Theorem 3.6 produces a guess for e for every such i. With
probability at least

1−TnU e−𝛾/e− 288𝛾UΣTn2 log B
P

these guesses are all correct. The running time of this step is bounded by

Õ(𝛾TΣlog B)= Õ(𝛽𝛾S),

since log q=O(log S), S⩾n, and (4.7) imply log B=O(log S).
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Below we will show that

TnU e−𝛾/e+ 288𝛾UΣTn2 log B
P ⩽ 16

S . (4.8)

Let 𝜈 be the smallest integer such that q𝜈⩾2Σ+1. We finally compute Π𝜏,r,q𝜈( f ) using
Lemma 4.3, which can be done in time

Af(𝜈𝜎q)T′ 𝜈𝜎q+nÕ((T′+ log r)𝜈 log q)=(Af(S)+n) Õ(𝛽S)=Af(S) Õ(𝛽S).

Let c0, . . . , cT′−1∈ℤq𝜈 be such that

Π𝜏,r,q𝜈( f )=(c0 t ē0+ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + cT′−1 t ēT ′−1)mod q𝜈.

For every Π𝜏,r,q-faithful term cxe of f withΠ𝜏,r,q(xe)= t ēi and 𝜎c<Σ, we have

Π𝜏,r,q𝜈(cxe)=(cimod q𝜈) t ēi,

so we can recover c= ci∈ℤq𝜈 from Π𝜏,r,q𝜈( f ).
With a probability at least 1− 3

𝛽�
− 17

S , all the above steps succeed. In that case, we

clearly have # f̃ =T′⩽T=# f . Let f = f #+ f ♭, where f # (resp. f ♭) is the sum of the terms
of bit-size >Σ (resp. ⩽Σ), so that N=# f ♭. Then # f #⩽ T

𝛽 and

#( f ♭− f̃ )⩽N−N∗+ T
𝛽 ⩽ 3

𝛽�
N+ 2T

𝛽 .
Consequently,

#( f − f̃ )⩽ 3
𝛽�
N+ 3T

𝛽 ⩽ T
2 , (4.9)

which means that f̃ ≔ c0xe0+ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + cT′−1xeT ′−1 is a T-approximation of f .
In order to conclude, it remains to prove the claimed inequality (4.8). Using the def-

inition of 𝛾 and the inequalities T⩽S, n⩽S, U⩽log2 S+2⩽S, we have

TnU e−𝛾/e⩽ TnU
S6 ⩽ 1

S3 . (4.10)

From (4.7) we have B⩾252 and therefore B� /(2P) ⩽ B� /� B� +2�⩽ 1+ 2−25. So the
inequality ΣT⩽𝛽S yields

288𝛾UΣTn2 log B
P ⩽ 577𝛽𝛾Un2S log B

B�
. (4.11)

Let us analyze the right-hand side of (4.11). Without further mention, wewill frequently
use that S⩾216. First of all, we have

𝜎s ⩽ log2 S+1⩽(1/log 2+1/log(216)) log S⩽1.54 log S
𝛽 = 64𝜎S2⩽152 log2 S,
𝛾 = ⌈6e log S⌉⩽(16.31+1/log (216)) log S⩽17log S,
U ⩽ log2Σ+3⩽log2 𝛽+log2 S+3

= 2log2 𝜎S+log2 S+9⩽2log2 (log2 S+1)+log2 S+9⩽3log S.

It follows that
577𝛽𝛾U⩽577×152×17×3 log4 S⩽223 log4 S. (4.12)
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Now the function x↦(log2 x)4/x is decreasing for x⩾e4. Consequently,

𝜎S4
S ⩽ 2(log2(2S))4

2S ⩽ 174

216
⩽2.

Similarly, 𝜎S4/S2⩽174/232⩽2−15. Hence,

R = max(S, 258)𝛽2=max(212S𝜎S4, 270𝜎S4)⩽255S2

q ⩽ R6⩽2330S12

B ⩽ 252n4S6q⩽252S10q⩽2382S22. (by (4.7))

This yields
log B⩽22log S+382 log 2⩽46 log S. (4.13)

Combining (4.12), (4.13), and (4.7), we deduce that

577𝛽𝛾Un2S log B
B�

⩽ 46×223n2S log5 S
B�

⩽ 46×223n2S log5 S
226n2S3 ⩽ 6log5 S

S2 . (4.14)

The inequalities (4.10), (4.11), and (4.14) finally yield the claimed bound:

TnU e−𝛾/e+ 288𝛾UΣTn2 log B
P ⩽ 1

S3 +
6log5 S

S2 =
1
S2 +

6 log5 S
S

S ⩽ 16
S . □

Instead of just half of the coefficients, it is possible to compute any constant portion of
the terms with the same complexity. More precisely, given 𝜀>0, we say that f̃ is a (T, 𝜀)-
approximation of f if # f̃ ⩽# f and #( f − f̃ )⩽𝜀T.

THEOREM 4.9. Let (r, q, 𝜔) be as in Theorem 2.5, with R as in (4.2). Given 𝜀>0, there is a
Monte Carlo algorithm that computes a (T, 𝜀)-approximation of f in time (Af(S)+n) Õ(S+n)
and which succeeds with probability at least 1−𝜀.

Proof. When 𝛽=26𝜎S2⩾
16
𝜀2 we have 3

𝛽�
+ 3

𝛽 ⩽𝜀, so (4.9) becomes #( f − f̃ )⩽𝜀 T
2 . In addi-

tion, we have 3
𝛽�
+ 17

S ⩽𝜀, whenever S> 100
𝜀 . In other words, if S is sufficiently large, then

the proof of Lemma 4.8 actually yields a (T, 𝜀)-approximation of f . □

4.5. Sparse interpolation

Once an approximation f̃ of the sparse interpolation of f is known, we wish to obtain
better approximations by applying the same algorithm with f − f̃ in the role of f . This
requires an efficient algorithm to evaluate f − f̃ . In fact, we only need to compute pro-
jections of f − f̃ as in Lemma 4.2 and to evaluate f − f̃ at geometric sequences as in
Lemma 4.3. Building a blackbox for f̃ turns out to be suboptimal for these tasks. Instead,
it is better to use the following lemma.

LEMMA 4.10. Let f̃ ∈ℤ[x0, . . . ,xn−1] be written

f̃ = c0xe0+ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + cT−1xeT−1
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where c0, . . . ,cT−1∈ℤ≠ and e0, . . . , eT−1∈ℕn, let 𝜎≔maxi=0, . . . ,T−1(𝜎ci+𝜎ei), let (r,q,𝜔) be as
in Theorem 2.5, and let 𝜏0, . . . , 𝜏n−1 be in {1, . . . , r−1}.
i. We can compute Π𝜏,r,q( f̃ ) in time

TnÕ(𝜎 +log q).

ii. Given 𝜈>0, T′⩾0, an element �̃�∈ℤ/q𝜈ℤ of order r, and 𝛼=(𝛼0, . . . , 𝛼n−1)∈ℕq𝜈
n , we can

compute f̃ (𝛼0 �̃�i𝜏0, . . . , 𝛼n−1 �̃�i𝜏n−1) for i=0, . . . ,T′−1 in time

TÕ(𝜎)+(T+n) log r Õ(𝜈 log q)+ Õ(T′ 𝜈 log q).

Proof. Given i∈ℕT, the projections Π𝜏,r,q(xei)= t(ei,0𝜏0+⋅ ⋅ ⋅+ei,n−1𝜏n−1)remr can be computed
in time nÕ(𝜎 +log r). The projections Π𝜏,r,q(cixei)=(ci rem q)Π𝜏,r,q(xei) can be obtained
using Õ(𝜎+log q) further operations. Adding up these projections for i=0,...,T−1 takes
O(T log q) operations. Altogether, this yields (i).

As for part (ii) we follow the proof of Lemma 4.3. We first compute 𝜃≔(�̃�𝜏0,..., �̃�𝜏n−1)
with n log rÕ(𝜈 log q) by binary powering. The reductions e0 rem r, . . .,eT−1 rem r of expo-
nents are obtained in time TÕ(𝜎). Then, the powers 𝜃 e0, . . . , 𝜃 eT−1 and 𝛼e0, . . . , 𝛼eT−1 can be
deduced in time T log r Õ(𝜈 log q).

Let g(x)≔ f̃ (𝛼x). Then we have

(((((((((((((((((
(((((((((((((((((
((((((((((((((

(

( g(1)
g(𝜃)
⋅⋅⋅

g�𝜃T′−1� )))))))))))))))))
)))))))))))))))))
))))))))))))))

)

)
=

(((((((((((((((((
(((((((((((((((((
((((((((((((((

(

( 1 1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 1
𝜃 e0 𝜃 e1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝜃 eT−1

⋅⋅⋅ ⋅⋅⋅ ⋅⋅⋅
𝜃(T′−1)e0 𝜃(T′−1)e1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝜃(T′−1)eT−1 )))))))))))))))))

)))))))))))))))))
))))))))))))))

)

)

(((((((((((((((((
(((((((((((((((((
((((((((((((((

(

( 𝛼e0 c0
𝛼e1 c1
⋅⋅⋅

𝛼eT−1 cT−1 )))))))))))))))
)))))))))))))))))
))))))))))))))))

)

)
.

By the transposition principle, thismatrix-vector product can be computedwith the same
cost asmulti-point evaluation of a univariate polynomial. We conclude that g(1),g(𝜃),...,
g(𝜃 l−1) can be computed in time Õ((T+T′)𝜈 log q). □

We are now ready to complete the proof of our main result.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. We set S≔ΣT and take 𝛽, R as in (4.2). Thanks to Theorem 2.5,
we may compute a suitable triple (r, q, 𝜔) in time O((log R)O(1))=O((log S)O(1)), with
probability of success at least 1−𝜀, where 𝜀≔1/𝛽.

Let J≔⌈log2T⌉+1. Let T⟨j⟩≔⌈T/2 j⌉ and Σ⟨j⟩≔⌊𝛽S/T⟨j⟩⌋ for j=0, . . . , J. Starting with
f ⟨0⟩≔0, we compute a sequence f ⟨0⟩, f ⟨1⟩,..., f ⟨J⟩ of successive approximations of f as fol-
lows. Assuming that f ⟨j⟩ is known for some j< J, we apply Lemma 4.8 with f − f ⟨j⟩ and
T⟨j⟩ in the roles of f and T. With high probability, this yields a T⟨j⟩-approximation 𝛿⟨j⟩ of
f − f ⟨j⟩ and we set f ⟨j+1⟩≔ f ⟨j⟩+𝛿 ⟨j⟩. Taking f ⟨j⟩ into account in Lemma 4.8 requires the
following changes in the complexity analysis:
• Since f ⟨j⟩ has⩽T terms of size⩽Σ, part (i) of Lemma 4.10 implies that the complexity

bound stated in Lemma 4.2 becomes

Af(𝜎q) Õ(r log q)+TΣnÕ(log Σlog q)=Af(𝜎q) Õ(r log q)+nÕ(S).

• Part (ii) of Lemma 4.10 implies that the complexity bound stated in Lemma 4.3
becomes

Af(𝜈𝜎q)T′ 𝜈𝜎q+ Õ(S)+nÕ((T′+ log r)𝜈 log q)+T log r Õ(𝜈 log q).
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It follows that the complexity bounds of Lemmas 4.6, 4.8, and Corollary 4.7 remain
unchanged. The total running time is therefore bounded by

JAf(S) Õ(𝛽𝛾S)=Af(S) Õ(S).

Using the inequalities J⩽𝜎S+1 and S⩾216, the probability of failure is bounded by

J(((((((((((((((((
1
𝛽 + 3

𝛽�
+ 17

S )))))))))))))))))⩽(𝜎S+1)(((((((((((( 1
26𝜎S2

+ 3
8𝜎S

+ 17
S ))))))))))))⩽ 1

2.

If none of the steps fail, then #( f − f ⟨j+1⟩)⩽ T⟨j⟩

2 ⩽T⟨j+1⟩ for j=0,. . . , J−1, by induction. In

particular, #( f − f ⟨J⟩)⩽ �T/2⌈log2T⌉�
2 = 1

2 , so f = f ⟨J⟩. □

Remark 4.11. As interesting open problem is whether the complexity bound in The-
orem 1.1 can be replaced by Af(S) Õ(S), where S is a given bound on the bit-size of f .
This was erroneously asserted in a prior version of this paper [28] and such a bound
would be more efficient in cases where the sizes of the coefficients and exponents of f
vary widely. Here, the first difficulty appears when a first approximation f̃ of f has
O(S) terms with small coefficients and f − f̃ has just a few terms but huge coefficients of
bit-sizeO(S): the evaluation cost of f̃ in part (ii) of Lemma 4.10 would need to remain in
Õ(S). Recent advances in this problem can be found in [18] for the univariate case. Note
that the bound Af(S) Õ(S) is still achieved in the approximate version (Theorem 4.9)
of our main theorem.

5. PRACTICAL VARIANTS

For practical purposes, the choice of R⩾258𝛽2 is not realistic. The high constant 258 is
due to the fact that we rely on [44] for unconditional proofs for the existence of prime
numbers with the desirable properties from Theorem 2.5. Such unconditional number
theoretic proofs are typically very hard and lead to pessimistic constants. Numerical
evidence shows that a much smaller constant would do in practice: see [16, section 4]
and [40, section 2.2.2]. For the univariate case the complexity of the sparse interpolation
algorithm in [40] is made precise in term of the logarithmic factors.

The exposition so far has also been optimized for simplicity of presentation rather
than practical efficiency: some of the other constant factors might be sharpened further
and some of the logarithmic factors in the complexity boundsmight be removed. In prac-
tical implementations, onemay simply squeeze all thresholds until the error rate becomes
unacceptably high. Here one may exploit the “auto-correcting” properties of the algo-
rithm. For instance, although the T⟨j⟩-approximation 𝛿 ⟨j⟩ from the proof of Theorem 1.1
may contain incorrect terms, most of these terms will be removed at the next iteration.

Our exposition so far has also been optimized for full generality. For applications,
a high number of, say 10000, variables may be useful, but the bit-size of individual expo-
nents rarely exceeds the machine precision. In fact, most multivariate polynomials f of
practical interest are of low or moderately large total degree. A lot of the technical diffi-
culties from the previous sections disappear in that case. In this section we will describe
some practical variants of our sparse interpolation algorithm, with a main focus on this
special case.
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5.1. Conducting most computations in double precision
In practice, the evaluation of our modular blackbox polynomial is typically an order of
magnitude faster if the modulus fits into a double precision number (e.g. 53 bits if we
rely on floating point arithmetic and 64 bits when using integer arithmetic). In this sub-
section, we describe some techniques that can be used to minimize the use of multiple
precision arithmetic.
Chinese remaindering. If the individual exponents of f are small, but its coefficients are
allowed to be large, then it is classical to proceed in two phases. We first determine the
exponents using double precision arithmetic only. Knowing these exponents, we next
determine the coefficients usingmodular arithmetic and the Chinese remainder theorem:
modulo any small prime q, we may efficiently compute f rem q using only # f evalua-
tions of f modulo q on a geometric progression, followed by [25, section 5.1]. Doing this
for enough small primes, we may then reconstruct the coefficients of f using Chinese
remaindering. Only the Chinese remaindering step involves a limited but unavoidable
amount of multi-precision arithmetic. By determining only the coefficients of size ⩽Σ,
where Σ is repeatedly doubled until we reach S, the whole second phase can be accom-
plished in time Af(O(1))O(S log S)+O(S log3 S).

Tangent numbers. One important trick that was used in section 4.3was to encode𝜙k
{u}(e)

inside an integer 1+𝜙k
{u}(e)B𝜈 {u}

modulo B2𝜈 {u}
of doubled precision 2 𝜈 {u}𝜎B instead of

𝜈 {u}𝜎B. In practice, this often leads us to exceed the machine precision. An alternative
approach (which is reminiscent of the ones from [19, 32]) is to work with tangent num-
bers: let us now take

Π{u} ≔ Π𝜏,r,B𝜈{u}

𝛼k,i
{u} ≔ {{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{ 1+pi

{u}𝜖 if i∈ Ik
{u}

1 otherwise

where Π{u} is extended to ℤ[x0, . . . ,xn−1][𝜖]/(𝜖2) and where 𝛼k,i
{u}∈ℤB𝜈{u}[𝜖]/(𝜖2). Then,

for any term cxe, we have

Π{u}(cxe) = c t𝜏⋅e

Π{u}�c�𝛼k
{u}x�e� = �1+𝜙k

{u}(e)𝜖� c t𝜏⋅e,

sowemay again obtain𝜙k
{u}(e) fromΠ{u}�c�𝛼k

{u}x�e� andΠ{u}(cxe) using one division. Of
course, this requires our ability to evaluate f at elements of ((ℤ/B𝜈 {𝜇}

ℤ)[𝜀]/(𝜀2))n, which
is indeed the case if f is given by an SLP. Note that arithmetic in (ℤ/B𝜈 {𝜇}

ℤ)[𝜀]/(𝜀2)
is about three times as expensive as arithmetic in ℤ/B𝜈 {𝜇}

ℤ.
Small prime divisors. Although the algorithm divisors from section 2.4 is asymptoti-
cally efficient, it relies heavily on multiple precision arithmetic. If all pi and ak fit within
machine numbers and min (n,N) is not too large, then we expect it to be more effi-
cient to simply compute all remainders ak rem pi. After the computation of pre-inverses
for pi, such remainders can be computed using only a few hardware instructions, and
these computations can easily be vectorized [29]. As a consequence, we only expect the
asymptotically faster algorithm divisors to become interesting for very large sizes like
min (n,N) > 1000. Of course, we may easily modify divisors to fall back on the naive
algorithm below a certain threshold (recursive calls included); vectorization can still be
beneficial even for moderate sizes [12].
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Chinese remaindering, bis. As explained above, if f has only small exponents, then
multiple precision arithmetic is only needed during the Chinese remaindering step that
recovers the coefficients frommodular projections. If f actually does contain some expo-
nents that exceed machine precision, is it still possible to avoid most of the multiple
precision arithmetic?

Let (r,q,𝜔) be a triple as in Theorem 2.5. In order to avoid evaluations of f modulo
large integers of the form q𝜈, we wish to use Chinese remaindering. Let (r, q1, 𝜔1), . . . ,
(r, q𝜈, 𝜔𝜈) be 𝜈 triples as in Theorem 2.5 with q1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ q𝜈> q𝜈, the qi pairwise distinct, and
where r is shared by all triples. Since there are many primes r for which (2R,R6) ∩
(rℕ+1) contains at least R5/(24 logR), such triples can still be found with high proba-
bility. In practice, (2R,10R(log 𝜈)2)∩(rℕ+1) already contains enough prime numbers.

Evaluations of f modulo q𝜈 are now replaced by separate evaluationsmodulo q1,...,q𝜈
after which we can reconstruct evaluations modulo q1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ q𝜈 using Chinese remaindering.
However, one crucial additional idea that we used in Lemma 4.3 is that f̄ is automati-
cally q𝜈-faithful as soon as it is q-faithful. In the multi-modular setting, if f̄ is q1-faithful,
then it is still true that the exponents of f̄ rem qi are contained in the exponents of f̄ rem q1
for i=1, . . . , 𝜈. This is sufficient for Lemma 4.3 to generalize.

5.2. The mystery exponent game

Let d0, . . . , dn−1 be bounds for the degree of f in x0, . . . , xn−1, let V be a bound for the
maximal number of variables that can occur in a term of f , and let p0, . . . ,pn−1 the prime
numbers from section 3.1.

Assume that our polynomial f has only nonnegative “moderately large exponents”
in the sense that Vmax (d0p0, . . . , dn−1pn−1) fits into a machine number. Then we may
simplify the setup from section 3.1 by taking

m ≔ ⌈n/V⌉
𝜆 ≔ ⌈𝛾V⌉
P ≔ ⌈𝜂n log n⌉

𝜙k(e) ≔ �
i∈Ik

pi ei∈ℕ

𝜙(e) ≔ (𝜙0(e), . . . ,𝜙𝜆−1(e))∈ℕ𝜆,

where 𝛾⩾2 and 𝜂⩾2 are small constants and where we forget about B and 𝜈. For any
𝜓=(𝜓0, . . . , 𝜓𝜆−1)∈ℕ𝜆, let #𝜓≔ |{k∈ℕ𝜆 : 𝜓k≠0}|. In this simplified setup, one may use
the following algorithm to retrieve e from 𝜙(e):

Algorithm 5.1
Input: 𝜒∈ℕ𝜆.
Output: e with 𝜙(e)=𝜒 or failed.

Let e≔0, 𝜓≔𝜒, and 𝒳≔∅.
While there exist k∈ℕ𝜆 and i∈ℕn with pi |𝜓k≠0 and (k, i)∉𝒳 do:

Let q≔𝜓k/pi.
Let 𝛿≔𝜙�0, . . .(i−1)×, 0,q, 0, . . . , 0�.
If 𝜓j<𝛿j for some j∈ℕ𝜆 or #(𝜓−𝛿)⩾#𝜓, then let 𝒳≔𝒳∪{(k, i)}.
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Otherwise, update ei≔ ei+q, 𝜓≔𝜓−𝛿, and 𝒳≔∅.
If 𝜓=0, then return e.
Otherwise, return failed.

The probability of success is non-trivial to analyze due to the interplay of the choices
of p0, . . . , pn−1 and the updates of 𝜓. For this reason, we consider the algorithm to be
heuristic. Nevertheless, returned values are always correct:

PROPOSITION 5.1. Algorithm 5.1 is correct.

Proof. By construction, we have the loop invariant that 𝜙(e)+𝜓=𝜒, so the answer is
clearly correct in case of success. The set of “problematic pairs” 𝒳 was introduced in
order to guarantee progress and avoid infinite loops. Indeed, #𝜓 strictly decreases at
every update of 𝜓. For definiteness, we also ensured that 𝜓 remains in ℕ𝜆 throughout
the algorithm. (One may actually release this restriction, since incorrect decisions may
be corrected later during the execution.) □

Remark 5.2. Algorithm 5.1 has one interesting advantage with respect to the method
from section 3: the correct determination of some of the ei leads to a simplification of 𝜓,
which diminishes the number of collisions (i.e. entries 𝜓k=∑i∈Ik pi ẽi such that the sum
contains at least two non-zero terms). This allows the algorithm to discover more coeffi-
cients ej that might have beenmissedwithout the updates of 𝜓. As a result, the algorithm
may succeed for lower values of 𝛾 and 𝜆, e.g. for a more compressed encoding of e.

Remark 5.3. From a complexity perspective, some adaptations are needed tomakeAlgo-
rithm 5.1 run in quasi-linear time. Firstly, one carefully has to represent the sets Ik so as to
make the updates𝜓≔𝜓−𝛿 efficient. Secondly, from a theoretical point of view, it is better
to collect pairs (k, i) with pi | 𝜓k≠0 in one big pass (thereby benefiting from Lemma 2.7)
and perform the updates during a second pass. However, this second “optimization”
is only useful in practice when n becomes very large (i.e. n>10000), as explained in
the previous subsection.

Algorithm 5.1 is very similar to the mystery ball game algorithm from [23]. This
analogy suggests to choose the random sets Ik in a slightly different way: let 𝜉0, 𝜉1, 𝜉2:
ℕn→ℕ𝜚 be random maps, where 𝜚≔⌈𝛾n/3⌉ and 𝜆≔3𝜚=3⌈𝛾n/3⌉, and take

Ij𝜚+k≔𝜉j−1({k}), j∈ℕ3,k∈ℕ𝜚.

Assuming for simplicity that ei=𝜓i/pi whenever pi | 𝜓k in our algorithm, the probability
of success was analyzed in [23]. It turns out that there is a phase change around 𝛾crit≈
1.22179 (and 𝛾crit/3≈0.407265). For any 𝛾>𝛾crit and 𝜀>0, numeric evidence suggests
that the probability of success exceeds 1−𝜀 for sufficiently large n.

This should be compared with our original choice of the Ik, for which the mere prob-
ability that a given index i∈ℕn belongs to none of the Ik is roughly �1− 1

V�
𝛾V≈e−𝛾. We

clearly will not be able to determine ei whenever this happens. Moreover, the probability
that this does not happen for any i∈ℕn is roughly 1− n e−𝛾. In order to ensure that
1−ne−𝛾⩾1− 1

1000 , say, this requires us to take 𝛾⩾log n+7.
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5.3. The Ben-Or–Tiwari encoding
Ben-Or and Tiwari's seminal algorithm for sparse interpolation [6] contained another
way to encode multivariate exponents, based on the prime factorization of integers:
given n pairwise distinct prime numbers p0, . . . , pn−1, we encode an exponent
e=(e0, . . . , en−1)∈ℕn as 𝜙bt(e)≔ p0

e0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ pn−1
en−1. Ben-Or and Tiwari simply chose pi to be

the (i+1)-th prime number. For our purposes, it is better to pick n pairwise distinct small
random primes P/log P⩽p0, . . . ,pn−1⩽Pwith P=O(n log n). Using (a further extension
of) Lemma 2.7, wemay efficiently bulk retrieve e from 𝜙bt(e) for large sets of exponents e.

The Ben-Or–Tiwari encoding can also be used in combination with the ideas from
section 4.3. The idea is to compute both Π𝜏,r,q( f ) and Π𝜏,r,q(g) with g(x)≔ f (p x)=
f (p0x0, . . . ,pn−1xn−1). For monomials cxe, we have

Π𝜏,r,q(cxe) = c t𝜏⋅e

Π𝜏,r,q(c (px)e) = c𝜙(e) t𝜏⋅e,

so we can again compute 𝜙bt(e) as the quotient of Π𝜏,r,q(c (px)e) and Π𝜏,r,q(cxe).
If the total degree of f is bounded by a small number D, then the Ben-Or–Tiwari

encoding is very compact. In that case, all exponents e of f indeed satisfy 𝜙bt(e)⩽PD,
whence 𝜎𝜙bt(e)⩽D𝜎P. However, ifD is a bit larger (say n=100 andD=10), then PDmight
not fit into a machine integer and there is no obvious way to break the encoding 𝜙bt(e)
up in smaller parts that would fit into machine integers.

By contrast, the encoding 𝜙 from the previous subsection uses a vector of numbers
that do fit intomachine integers, under mild conditions. Another difference is that 𝜎𝜙(e)⩽
⌈𝛾V⌉ (𝜎m+𝜎D+𝜎2P) only grows linearly with V instead of D, and only logarithmically
with D. As soon as n is large and D not very small, this encoding should therefore be
more efficient for practical purposes.

Acknowledgments We wish to thank the authors of [18] who pointed out a mistake in
our original version of Theorem 1.1: see Remark 4.11.
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